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Abstract: In this study, zero-valent iron-copper (Fe-Cu) and iron-nickel (Fe-Ni) bimetals were pre-
pared by disc milling for the dehalogenation of trichloroethylene vapors. For both Fe-Ni and Fe-Cu,
three combinations in terms of percentage of secondary metal added were produced (1%, 5%, 20% by
weight) and the formation of the bimetallic phase by milling was evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis. The disc milled bimetals were characterized by a homogenous distribution of Ni or Cu in
the Fe phase and micrometric size visible from scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) analysis and by a relatively low specific surface area (0.2–0.7 m2/g)
quantified by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. The reactivity of the produced bimetals
was evaluated by batch degradation tests of TCE in the gas phase with 1 day of reaction time. Fe-Ni
bimetals have shown better performance in terms of TCE removal (57–75%) than Fe-Cu bimetals
(41–55%). The similar specific surface area values found for the produced bimetals indicated that
the enhancement in the dehalogenation achieved using bimetals is closely related to the induced
catalysis. The obtained results suggest that ZVI-based bimetals produced by disc milling are effective
in the dehalogenation of TCE vapors in partially saturated conditions.
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1. Introduction

Zero-valent iron (ZVI) is a reducing agent that has proven to be effective in the treat-
ment of sites contaminated by several chlorinated solvents [1]. ZVI is easily available, and
sustainable from an economic and environmental point of view [2–5]. In the last decades, it
was widely used for the remediation of groundwater contaminated by chlorinated com-
pounds as a filling material for permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) [6–8]. Recently, ZVI
was also tested for the degradation of TCE in the gas phase in view of its application in
horizontal permeable reactive barriers (HPRBs), which is placed in the unsaturated zone
above the source of contamination [9,10].

The degradation mechanism of chlorinated contaminants induced by ZVI is the abi-
otic reductive dehalogenation, in which iron is oxidized and chlorinated compounds are
reduced with the progressive substitution of a chlorine atom with hydrogen [1,11–13]. The
reductive dehalogenation reactions induced by ZVI occur through an electron transfer
provided by iron oxidation following both hydrogenolysis and β-elimination pathways,
where the latter is predominant, thus avoiding the formation of toxic byproducts, such as
vinyl chloride (VC) [9].

To improve ZVI reactivity, transition metals with a redox potential higher than iron
have been used as catalysts for dechlorination through the enhancement of iron corro-
sion or hydrogenation [2,5,12,14]. Among transition metals, the most studied as cata-
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lysts for the degradation of chlorinated compounds induced by iron were palladium
(Pd) [2,3,15–19], nickel (Ni) [2,15,17,18,20–26], and copper (Cu) [2,5,12,15,17,18,20]. To a
lower extent, ruthenium (Ru) [3], silver (Ag) [3,15,18], cobalt (Co) [17], zinc (Zn) [27,28],
and platinum (Pt) [3,17] were also tested. In general, adding these metals to iron creates a
galvanic cell [15,23]. In these conditions, greater corrosion of ZVI occurs with a consequent
increase in the release of electrons necessary for the reduction of chlorinated contami-
nants [5,29]. Furthermore, several transition metals, such as Pd or Ni, are hydrogenation
catalysts [2,18,26] able to catalyze the dissociation of molecular hydrogen generated by
water reduction, and thus the release of atomic hydrogen, which is useful for dechlorination
reactions [2,23,29–31]. Moreover, the addition of a secondary transition metal to ZVI lowers
the activation energy of the dehalogenation reaction, thus limiting the formation of oxide
layers, which can reduce the electron transfer during the dechlorination process [2,23,32].
Furthermore, with the addition of these metals, it is possible to increase the degradative ca-
pacity of ZVI toward various chlorinated recalcitrant compounds, such as polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) or pentachlorophenol (PCP) [12,16,33].

In general, the increase in reactivity depends on the properties of the contaminants
and on the choice of the catalyst metal added [34]. For instance, with the use of Cu,
the prevalent mechanism that occurs is galvanic corrosion, as this metal has a positive
corrosion potential [14,35,36]. In contrast, with the use of Ni, the dissociation of H2 and
hydrogenation occur predominantly. In addition, these effects are prevalent compared
with the electron transfer for the enhancement of dechlorination as the presence of atomic
hydrogen allows the breakage of the Cl–C bond replacing chlorine, which is released as
a gas [15,24,29,35]. Indeed, Kim and Carraway, [2] and Venkateshaiah et al. [15] obtained
different performances in the removal of TCE in the aqueous phase depending on the
secondary metal used in combination with iron for the different effects that secondary
metals induced on dechlorination, obtaining better performance using Pd and Ni compared
with Cu.

In general, to obtain these catalytic phenomena, a complex formed by zero-valent iron
and a secondary catalyst metal (i.e., ZVI bimetal) is created [30]. A ZVI bimetal can be
synthesized through chemical or physical methods [24]. Among the chemical methods,
the most commonly used is chemical solution deposition (CSD), in which a redox reaction
takes place between iron and a secondary metal, where the latter is added as chloride or
sulfate [2,5,36,37]. With the use of this technique, a bimetal is synthesized by spontaneous
adsorption and deposition of the secondary metal on the iron particles, resulting in surface
coverage of the primary metal particles [3,15,24,30,37,38]. The structure of this bimetal
(i.e., core-shell) guarantees a lower oxidation of iron, which constitutes the core, due to the
surface coating of the secondary metal that acts as a protection for the formation of iron
oxides and as a catalyst for electrons release by the ferrous core during dehalogenation
reactions [25]. In CSD, an excessive deposition of the secondary metal should be avoided
as it can lead to the complete coverage of iron, thus reducing the bimetal reactivity [38].
For this reason, only bimetals with low percentages by weight of secondary metal can be
synthesized by CSD [36]. Moreover, the catalyst covering the iron surface can flake off and
be released in water during dechlorination, which results in a loss of the bimetal reactivity
during the reactions [24,38].

These problems can be overcome using physical methods to produce bimetals, such
as mechanical alloying, in which mechanochemical reactions between solid phases take
place by providing energy [30,39]. The advantages of using physical techniques are short
operating times, easy production, and the non-use of reagents and solutions [30,37]. Among
physical methods, ball milling (BM) is widely used to produce ZVI bimetals [5,24,40–43].
In particular, the bimetal is created by inserting iron and the secondary metal powders
inside a ball mill, where the continuous breaking of the particles occurs through the ball-
powders collision [37]. Using BM, a bimetallic phase is obtained where catalyst particles are
homogeneously distributed in the iron, rather than constituting only a surface coverage [41].
Producing this type of bimetal structure could increase the reactivity toward chlorinated
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contaminants. For instance, Xu et al. [24] prepared Fe-Ni bimetals with both synthesis
methods of CSD and BM to dechlorinate 4-chlorophenol (4-CP) in the aqueous phase
and obtained the best performance in terms of catalytic activity and stability using the
ball-milled bimetals. Therefore, BM is effective in producing bimetallic systems with high
percentages of secondary metal and controllable mass fraction ratios [5].

In this study, we investigate the feasibility of using zero-valent bimetals to enhance
the degradation of TCE in the gas phase, which is induced by ZVI in partially saturated
conditions. To our knowledge, no similar bimetals were previously studied to treat chlo-
rinated solvents in the gas phase. In contrast, ZVI-based bimetals can have a potential
application as constituent materials for HPRBs aimed at interrupting the migration path-
way of chlorinated vapors from contaminated soil and groundwater into air ambient or
overlying buildings, which can cause potential risks for human health. As transition met-
als, we selected Ni and Cu, which as previously discussed, proved to be effective for the
enhancement of the TCE degradation by ZVI in the aqueous phase [2,15,17,18,20–25]. For
this purpose, different ZVI bimetals were synthesized by mixing Fe and Ni or Cu powders
using the physical method of disc milling. Therefore, Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals were
produced with three different percentages by weight (1%, 5%, 20%) through charging a
disc mill with iron and the secondary metal powders, which allows for the production
of a bimetallic phase by the continuous fracture of the particles, which is induced by the
impact of the disc powders. The properties of the produced bimetals were investigated in
terms of morphology, crystallographic structure, and specific surface by scanning electron
microscopy equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) analysis,
X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization, and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, re-
spectively. Furthermore, degradation tests of TCE in the gas phase with the produced
bimetals at partially saturated conditions were carried out to evaluate the catalytic effect of
bimetals on dechlorination reactions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The iron powder used in the present work to synthesize Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals was
the one already tested in a previous study by our group [10]. This material, named Fe1 in
the original reference, allowed for the achievement of the best performance in terms of TCE
removal in the gas phase compared with other tested iron powders. Herein, the different
bimetals analyzed and tested (both supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were
produced using iron powder together with copper powder (99%, d < 75 µm) or nickel
powder (99.7%, d < 50 µm). TCE (99+%), which was used in the TCE degradation tests,
was supplied by Alfa Aesar (Haverhill, MA, USA).

2.2. Preparation of Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni Bimetals

In this study, two types of ZVI bimetals were prepared using iron as primary metal
and Cu or Ni as secondary metal. For each bimetallic system, three different percentages of
Cu or Ni were tested to assess the effect that an increasing amount of secondary metal can
exert on the characteristics and TCE degradation performance of the produced materials. In
particular, based on the results of previous studies performed on Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals
for the degradation of chlorinated contaminants in the aqueous phase (e.g., [5,24,43]), it
was decided to produce bimetals containing 1%, 5%, and 20% by weight of secondary metal
(Cu or Ni). The bimetals synthesized in this work are summarized in Table 1. Each bimetal
was produced by milling iron and secondary metal powders for 1 h at 700 rpm using a
disc mill (Retsch RS 200, Retsch, Haan, Germany). The milling conditions were selected on
the basis of previous studies on bimetals produced by ball milling (e.g., [39,44]) to obtain a
micrometric material. As reference, the same milling treatment was also applied to the iron
powder alone to evaluate the possible effect on the morphology and particle dimension of
this material. Furthermore, mixtures of iron powder with 5% Cu or 5% Ni without milling
(named in this study Fe-5%Cu* and Fe-5%Ni*) were also prepared to characterize them and
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compare their properties with those of the milled mixtures (i.e., ZVI bimetals) containing
the same amount of secondary metal (see Table 1). In addition, to evaluate if a shorter
milling time could still ensure the formation of a bimetal, the Fe-5%Ni mixture was milled
for 10 and 30 min at 700 rpm.

Table 1. Produced materials, specific surface area (SSA) values quantified, and percent-
age composition estimated by scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS).

Material Treatment SSA (m2/g) Fe (%) Cu (%) Ni (%)

Cu - 0.5 - - -
Ni - 0.5 - - -
Fe Milling 0.3 - - -

Fe-1%Cu Milling 0.7 98.4 1.6 -
Fe-5%Cu Milling <LOQ 95.3 4.7 -

Fe-20%Cu Milling 0.5 81.9 18.1 -
Fe-1%Ni Milling 0.3 99.0 - 1.0
Fe-5%Ni Milling 0.3 94.8 - 5.2
Fe-20%Ni Milling 0.2 85.3 - 14.7
Fe-5%Cu* - - 97.4 2.6 -
Fe-5%Ni* - - 89.1 - 10.9

2.3. Materials Characterization

The Cu and Ni powders, the milled iron powder, and the bimetallic materials pro-
duced were characterized to analyze their morphology, crystallographic structure, and
specific surface area (SSA). The morphology of the samples, in terms of particles dimension,
elemental composition, and mapping, was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (FE-SEM, SUPRA™ 35, Carl Zeiss SMT) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS). Namely, for each material produced, the SEM-EDS analysis allowed
for the assessment of the elemental composition of the produced materials, as well as the
evaluation of the spatial distribution of the secondary metal in the particles of the obtained
bimetal. As reference, the same analysis was also carried out on the two mixtures that
were not subjected to the milling treatment. The crystallographic structure of the tested
materials was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis: θ–2θ scans in the range of
40–85◦ were performed on Rigaku Diffractometer in the Bragg Brentano configuration using
Cu Kα radiation. The diffraction peaks in the patterns were compared with ICSD database.
The specific surface area (SSA) of the samples was evaluated by the Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) method using N2 adsorption at 77 K with a Micromeritics ASAP2020 apparatus.
SSA (m2/g) values were calculated in accordance with a previous study [45].

2.4. TCE Removal Experiments

Batch degradation tests were performed using the experimental setup already adopted
by Zingaretti et al. [9,10], in view of the application of the produced bimetals for the
degradation of TCE in the gas phase. All the materials used in the TCE degradation tests
were pretreated by maintaining them in contact with 0.1 M HCl for 1 h and then washing
them with ultrapure (UP) water previously fluxed with N2, following the procedure
reported by Zingaretti et al. [10]. Acid washing allows for the removal of oxide layers
on the particles of iron, which may have formed from reactions with the oxygen present
in the air to which the material is exposed [37] and also allows for an increase in the
reactivity toward dechlorination [9]. Furthermore, acid washing of the Fe-Ni bimetals
increases the generation of hydrogen on the surface of the particles [46], which is useful
in the dehalogenation reactions. Following the pretreatment, each material was dried at
anaerobic conditions by flushing a nitrogen flow directly on the washed material and then
conserved in N2 atmosphere to prevent the formation of oxide layers.

The TCE degradation tests were carried out at room temperature in transparent
glass vials (20 mL) and were prepared by adding 1 g of reactive material (milled iron
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or bimetal), after purging the vial with N2 to promote anaerobic conditions. UP water
(100 µL), previously flushed with N2, was added to the reactive material to obtain a water
content of 10% by weight [9,10]. The addition of water is necessary as it constitutes a
proton donor, which is necessary for TCE degradation reactions induced by zero-valent
iron [1] and catalyzed by adding Cu or Ni [2]. Subsequently, TCE (5 µL) was injected into
a glass tube (1 mL), from which it could volatilize, and finally the vials were closed with
aluminum caps equipped with PTFE-faced silicone septa. In addition to the degradation
tests, control tests without adding the reactive material were carried out. Degradation and
control tests were carried out in parallel to assess the potential TCE losses from the vial.
For each produced material, a reaction time of 1 day was tested.

The residual TCE concentration at the end of the test was quantified in the headspace
of the vials by gas chromatography with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID). In particular,
250 µL of TCE gas were sampled from the vial’s headspace and injected by an automatic sampler
(PAL System, AOC-5000plus), with a split ratio of 1:10, to a gas chromatograph (Shimadzu GC,
GC_QP2010SE) equipped with an Equity 5 column (30 m× 0.25 mm ID× 0.25 µm film thick-
ness). The carrier gas used was Helium with a flow rate of 0.9 mL/min. The oven temperature
ramp was programmed to start from 40 ◦C, remained for 2 min, with an increase of 8 ◦C per
minute to 150 ◦C, that remained for an additional 2 min.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure and Morphology

In Figure 1, the morphologies of milled iron, copper and nickel powders are illustrated.
The Fe sample (Figure 1a) is characterized by micrometric particles with a heterogeneous
size distribution estimated in the range of 2–30 µm. The surface of Fe particles appears to
be relatively smooth, possibly due to the disc milling treatment. The Cu sample (Figure 1b)
is characterized by micrometric particles with dimensions lower than 75 µm, in accordance
with the manufacturer’s information. Cu particles resemble agglomerates of rounded
and tapered formations. The Ni sample (Figure 1c) has a homogeneous size distribution
of micrometric particles in the dimensional range of 10–30 µm and shows a stratified
morphology, which is created by formations similar to overlayed triangular gills.
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Figure 1. SEM images of the base materials: Milled iron powder (a), copper powder (b), nickel
powder (c).

In Figures 2 and 3, the morphologies of the different types of Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals
produced are shown. For each sample analyzed, two images at different magnifications are
shown. The image at lower magnification reveals an overview of the particles produced
and is compared to evaluate their dimensional homogeneity and average size. In contrast,
the image at higher magnification reveals the details of the single particle and is compared
to evaluate whether there is evidence of the secondary metal particles on the surface. The
morphology of Fe-Cu bimetals appears to be similar to the milled iron powder, which
is possibly due to the same milling treatment. From the reported images (Figure 2a,c,e),
it is possible to observe that by increasing the Cu content in the bimetal, larger particles
are obtained with an increasing irregular particle size distribution. Namely, the Fe-1%Cu
sample is characterized by a rather homogeneous particle size distribution in the range of
5–60 µm (Figure 2a) with a relatively smooth surface (Figure 2b). In contrast, the Fe-5%Cu
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sample is characterized by a larger and less homogeneous particle size distribution in the
range of 30–100 µm (Figure 2c) and a less smooth surface (Figure 2d). Meanwhile, the
Fe-20%Cu sample has an irregular size distribution of particles in the range of 20–50 µm,
with the presence of agglomerated particles reaching a size of 150 µm (Figure 2e). In
addition, the sample is characterized by a rough surface, in which some formations, similar
to residual copper particles, are observed on the surface of the particles (Figure 2f).
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Figure 3. SEM images of Fe-Ni bimetals: Fe-1%Ni (a,b), Fe-5%Ni (c,d), Fe-20%Ni (e,f).

The morphology of Fe-Ni bimetals reported in Figure 3 appears to be similar to the
milled iron powder and Fe-Cu bimetals. Moreover, in this case, by increasing the Ni content,
larger particles are obtained and the surface of the particles appears to be rougher with the
presence of formations, which is possibly related to nickel as a separate phase. The Fe-1%Ni
sample is characterized by a rather homogeneous particle size distribution in the range of
5–60 µm (Figure 3a) with a relatively smooth surface (Figure 3b). The Fe-5%Ni sample is
characterized by a larger and relatively homogeneous particle size distribution in the range
of 20–90 µm (Figure 3c) with a flaked smooth surface (Figure 3d). Meanwhile, the Fe-20%Ni
sample shows an irregular size distribution of particles (from 10 to 100 µm) (Figure 3e) and
a lumpy surface with nickel residual formations (Figure 3f). The surfaces of the particles of
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the bimetals produced are also reported in Figure S1 at a high value of magnification to
better appreciate the differences among the different materials described above.

Note that the resolution of the SEM instrument adopted in this study (FE-SEM,
SUPRA™ 35, Carl Zeiss SMT) is in the order of 1–2 nm. Therefore, the presence of particles
characterized by a lower size cannot be detected with this type of analysis.

3.2. Elemental Mapping

In Figures 4 and 5, the SEM-EDS images and mapping of Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals are
shown. The SEM-EDS analysis was carried out on samples taken from a lab-scale grinding
(i.e., 20 g). In Fe-1%Cu (Figure 4c), Fe-5%Cu (Figure 4f), and Fe-20%Cu (Figure 4i), it is
possible to notice that Cu (red dots) is homogeneously dispersed in the iron phase with a
rising concentration as the dosage of copper was increased. Similar results were observed
for Fe-Ni bimetals in Figure 5c,f,i for Fe-1%Ni, Fe-5%Ni, and Fe-20%Ni. Homogeneity of
Fe-Cu bimetallic systems, which is synthesized by milling, was also observed in previous
studies (e.g., [5,41,47]). Furthermore, homogeneous Ni dispersed in the iron phase in Fe-Ni
bimetals, which is produced by milling, was noticed in other works (e.g., [24,38]).
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The elemental composition of the Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals produced was also quan-
tified by EDS and the obtained results are reported in Table 1. The weight percentages
estimated are very close to the theoretical values of 1%, 5%, and 20%. This constitutes the
homogeneity in composition of the synthesized bimetallic particles. As reference, Figure 6
shows the SEM-EDS images for the unmilled Fe-5%Cu and Fe-5%Ni mixtures, named
Fe-5%Cu* and Fe-5%Ni*, respectively in this work. In this case, it is possible to clearly
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distinguish Fe and Cu (Figures 6a and S2a,b) or Ni (Figures 6d and S2c,d) morphologies.
In addition, EDS indicates a heterogeneous distribution of the secondary metals on the
iron phase (Figure 6c,f). These results point out that mixing the two metal powders is not
sufficient to synthesize a bimetal, which is also shown by Liu et al. [5] and Xu et al. [24].
Furthermore, the weight percentages estimated by EDS for the Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni mixtures
are not consistent with the theoretical composition, further indicating that no bimetal was
produced (see Table 1).
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3.3. XRD Characterization

The XRD patterns of the bimetals Fe-1%Cu, Fe-5%Cu, Fe-20%Cu and of milled iron and
Cu are shown in Figure 7a,b, whereas those of the bimetals Fe-1%Ni, Fe-5%Ni, Fe-20%Ni
and of milled iron and Ni are shown in Figure 7c,d. In the disc milled iron, copper and
nickel samples, the only crystalline phases detected by XRD are related to metallic Fe, Cu or
Ni, respectively, without macro impurities (see Figure 7a,c). However, the presence of trace
elements (in the order of, e.g., mg/kg) could not be excluded for the limits of quantification
of XRD analysis.

For the Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals, with a Cu content of 1–5% and a Ni content of 1–5%,
respectively, the central cubic phase of the body (bcc) typical of the iron crystal, persists
due to the formation of the bimetallic phase. Furthermore, it is possible to notice that
in the diffraction pattern the Cu (200), Cu (220), Ni (200), and Ni (220) peaks are almost
completely absent, as copper and nickel were possibly involved in the formation of the
Fe-Ni and Fe-Cu bimetallic phase (see Figure 7, blue and red lines, respectively). For the
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samples Fe-20%Cu and Fe-20%Ni, the presence of the Cu (111), Cu (200), and Ni (200)
peaks in the diffraction patterns indicates the existence of small amounts of Cu and Ni as
segregates, which is not included in the bimetallic phase in both compositions (Figure 7a,c,
green line). These aspects are confirmed from SEM analysis (see Figures 2f and 3f). For all
the Fe-Cu samples examined, the (110) peak position remains constant for the different
concentrations of Cu present in the bimetallic phase (Figure 7b). The lattice parameter of
the bimetallic phase, calculated from the peak (110), results in value of a = 2.86 Å and does
not change significantly with the Cu content [48].
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On the other hand, for the Fe-Ni bimetallic phase, a progressive displacement of the
(110) peak to a lower 2θ angle is observed as the Ni quantity increases (Figure 7d). These
different trends for Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni are possibly due to the different ionic radius of the
component elements, which can have an effect on the internal strain of the grains [24,49,50].
In Figure 8, the diffraction patterns of the bimetal Fe-5%Ni milled for 0, 10, 30, and 60 min
as compared with the milled iron and Ni are shown. For the unmilled sample (0 min),
the diffraction pattern shows the separate presence of the Ni (111) and Fe (110) peaks in
the range of 44.2–45.2◦, thus suggesting that the Fe-Ni bimetal formation did not occur
(Figure 8b). Conversely, for samples milled for 10, 30, and 60 min, only the peaks attributed
to the Fe-Ni bimetallic phase are present and the reflections Ni (200) and Ni (220) are no
longer present. This behavior is in agreement with the literature [49]. The lattice parameter
calculated for all samples remains constant (a = 2.86 Å).
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3.4. Specific Surface Area

Table 1 reports the SSA (m2/g) values obtained for milled iron, copper, and nickel
powders and for Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals produced. The profiles of adsorption–desorption
isotherms of the samples were of Type II of International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) classification [51] without hysteresis, which is characteristic of non-
porous materials (Figure S3). The SSA values quantified for the samples analyzed are in
the range of 0.2–0.7 m2/g, except for the Fe-5%Cu bimetal, for which the specific surface
area resulted in a lower value than the quantification limit (LOQ). The values obtained are
in line with previous studies. For instance, Xu et al. [24] produced a ball-milled Fe-15%Ni
bimetal and obtained a specific surface area of 0.49 m2/g.

3.5. TCE Removal Using Different Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni Bimetals

In Figure 9, the results of TCE degradation tests using the different bimetals produced
for a reaction time of 1 day are shown. The results achieved using the milled iron powder
are also reported as reference. It can be observed that the milled iron powder alone led to a
TCE degradation in the gas phase of around 44%. For Fe-Cu bimetallic systems, the best
removal performance of around 57% was obtained using the bimetal with the lower Cu
content, while by increasing this value, TCE removals of around 41–46% were observed,
similar to the results obtained using the disc milled iron. On the other hand, better results
were achieved using Fe-Ni bimetals. Namely, adding the Ni content of 1%, it was possible
to enhance the reactivity of iron by removing 55% of TCE in the gas phase. Furthermore, by
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increasing the Ni content to 5%, the best result in terms of TCE degradation was obtained
(75% of removal) and the performance remained constant using the bimetal with 20% of
Ni (73% of removal). Therefore, higher TCE removals than Fe alone were obtained using
the Fe-Ni (1%, 5%, 20%) bimetals or the Fe-Cu bimetals, but were limited to the lowest Cu
content (1%).
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Figure 9. TCE removal at 1 day of reaction time using milled iron and bimetals.

These results are consistent with previous studies carried out on the aqueous phase.
For instance, Liu et al. [5] studied the degradation of 4-CP in the aqueous phase by
ball-milled Fe-Cu bimetals and noticed that the dechlorination activity was reduced
when the copper content increased. On the other hand, other studies highlighted that
nickel has a better catalytic activity toward dechlorination than copper [52]. For ex-
ample, Kim and Carraway, [2] and Venkateshaiah et al. [15] produced various bimetallic
systems through the chemical deposition technique for the degradation of TCE in aque-
ous phase and obtained a better reactivity of Fe-Ni bimetals compared with Fe-Cu. In
addition, Xu et al. [24] noticed an enhanced reactivity toward dehalogenation of 4-CP in
the aqueous phase, which increases the Ni content in ball-milled Fe-Ni bimetals. In this
study, by considering that the SSA values obtained for the bimetals produced were rela-
tively similar among the different tested materials, it can be argued that the catalysis of the
dechlorination reactions induced by Cu or Ni was possibly the main factor affecting the
degradation of TCE in the gas phase.

3.6. TCE Degradation Pathway, Byproducts, and Mechanism

The chromatograms obtained from the TCE degradation tests carried out with 1 day
of reaction using Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals are shown in Figure 10. As reference, the
chromatograms obtained at the same time of reaction using disc milled iron (Fe) and without
the addition of reactive material (i.e., control tests) are also reported. In the chromatogram
relative to the control test, only the TCE peak was present, i.e., no degradation products
were detected. In contrast, the addition of a reactive material led to TCE degradation with
a consequent formation of various reaction byproducts. Specifically, using disc milled iron
and Fe-Cu or Fe-Ni bimetals, the same degradation products were found with various
intensities depending on the TCE degradation capacity of the different bimetals tested. In
general, the intensity of the peaks of the byproducts is directly related to TCE degradation.
In fact, higher peaks of dechlorination products were found in the chromatograms obtained
in the tests performed with Fe-Ni bimetals (see Figure 10b) compared with those detected
in the Fe-Cu tests (see Figure 10a) due to the better catalytic ability of Ni compared with Cu
(see Figure 9). The degradation products observed in this study are similar to those found
and identified by Zingaretti et al. [9,10] in degradation tests of TCE in the gas phase, which
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are carried out using different types of zero-valent iron. In particular, these byproducts
were identified as C3–6 hydrocarbons.
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Based on these results, for each degradation test, a mass balance comparing the
residual TCE (Mresidual.TCE) and byproducts (Mdegraded.TCE), which are detected at the end
of the experiment with the mass of TCE and measured in the control test (Mcontrol.TCE),
was performed:

TCE Mass Balance (%) =

(
Mresidual.TCE
Mcontrol.TCE

+
Mdegraded.TCE

Mcontrol.TCE

)
· 100 (1)

with:
Mresidual.TCE
Mcontrol.TCE

=
Aresidual.TCE/RFTCE
Acontrol.TCE/RFTCE

=
Aresidual.TCE
Acontrol.TCE

(2)

Mdegraded.TCE

Mcontrol.TCE
=

Σ
(

Abyproducts/RFCnHm · γTCE/CnHm

)
Acontrol.TCE/RFTCE

(3)

where Aresidual.TCE, Abyproducts, and Acontrol.TCE are the areas of the chromatograms obtained
at the end of each test (see Figure 10) for the residual TCE, the C3–6 hydrocarbon byproducts,
and the TCE in the control test, respectively; RFTCE and RFCnHm are the GC-FID response
factors of TCE and C3–6 hydrocarbons; and γTCE/CnHm is the stoichiometric mass ratio
between TCE and the relative byproducts.

The stoichiometric mass ratio between TCE and the CnHm byproducts (γTCE/CnHm)
was estimated using the following reaction:

nC2HCl3 + (2m− n)H+ + 3ne− → 2Cn Hm + 3nCl− (4)

Considering the C3–6 hydrocarbon byproducts previously found by Zingaretti et al. [10]
from Equation (4), an average stoichiometric mass coefficient of 4.6 gTCE/gCnHm was obtained.
Regarding the GC-FID response factor of hydrocarbons (RFCnHm), the specific calibration
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for C3-C6 hydrocarbons was not performed, rather it was introduced as a relative response
factor between TCE and C3-C6 hydrocarbons (RRFCnHm/TCE) and expressed as:

RRFCnHm/TCE =
RFCnHm
RFTCE

(5)

RFCnHm/TCE was assumed as equal to 5 in accordance with the average values reported
in the literature for C3-C6 hydrocarbons [53].

Therefore, by substituting Equations (2)–(5) in Equation (1), the TCE mass balance for
each degradation test was carried out as follows:

TCE Mass Balance (%) =

Aresidual.TCE
Acontrol.TCE

+
Σ
(

Abyproducts ·
γTCE/CnHm

RRFCnHm/TCE

)
Acontrol.TCE

 · 100 (6)

The outcome of the mass balance is shown in Figure 11. It can be noticed that in all of
the tests, the mass balance resulted in a value almost equal to 100%, thus highlighting that
the mass of the residual and degraded TCE was approximately equal to the mass of TCE
detected in the control test. Therefore, it can be concluded that the removal of TCE in the
gas phase, which is obtained in the different tests, can be mainly ascribed to a reduction of
TCE to C3–6, while other effects (e.g., adsorption of TCE on the reactive material) can be
considered negligible.
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Figure 11. TCE mass balance after the degradation tests using Fe and bimetals results.

Furthermore, based on the degradation byproducts detected in the tests, it can be as-
sumed that the main degradation pathway of TCE in the gas phase was β-elimination [9,10,54].
From the obtained chromatograms, it is also possible to observe that both disc milled iron and
bimetals induced TCE dechlorination via β-elimination, thus suggesting that the addition of a
secondary metal does not influence the degradation pathway of TCE, but only catalyzes the
reactions. The possible mechanism of TCE removal in the gas phase induced by Fe-Cu and
Fe-Ni bimetals is schematized in Figure 12. In particular, the electron transfer occurs through
the Fe-Ni or Fe-Cu bimetallic particle, releasing the electrons necessary for TCE reduction. In
addition, this phenomenon is accelerated by the presence of Cu or Ni [5,24]. Furthermore, in
the Fe-Ni bimetallic particle, the dissociation of H2 is catalyzed and this phenomenon occurs
predominantly, releasing the atomic hydrogen useful for TCE degradation [2,16]. The catalysis
of electron transfer and the dissociation of molecular hydrogen induced by secondary metals
enhance the transformation of TCE in C3–6 hydrocarbons through β-elimination pathway. To
a major extent, the increase in the degradation rates occurs for Fe-Ni bimetals, where both
effects take place [2].
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4. Conclusions

The suitability of ZVI-based bimetals for the degradation of TCE in the gas phase was
investigated. Different Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals with 1%, 5%, and 20% of secondary metal
were produced by disc milling and characterized. SEM analysis showed that the produced
bimetals presented particles in the range of micrometers. This result is important from the
perspective of the potential application of ZVI-based bimetals in HPRBs to avoid problems
of particle aggregation and vapor diffusion during the treatment of chlorinated compounds
in the gas phase [10].

In line with other literature studies, SEM analysis [5,24] and XRD characterization [42,48]
showed that in bimetals with low percentages of Cu or Ni, i.e., 1% and 5%, the secondary
metal was entirely incorporated in Fe particles forming a bimetallic phase. In contrast, in
bimetals with 20% of Cu or Ni, a small amount of secondary metal was observed on the
surface of the produced material as a residual phase. EDS analysis showed a homogenous
distribution of Cu and Ni particles in Fe phase in the bimetals produced, in accordance with
previous studies [5,24]. The homogeneity of bimetals is fundamental for the enhancement of
the reactivity toward dehalogenation reactions of chlorinated compounds, due to the effective
and close contact between Fe and the catalyst metal [5,24,25].

Based on the results of TCE vapors degradation tests, it was possible to observe an
enhancement in the dechlorination obtained using the produced bimetals compared with
the corresponding milled iron powder. In particular, a TCE removal of around 57% was
achieved using Fe-1%Cu bimetal, while a lower TCE removal was obtained by increasing
the Cu content, in line with other literature studies carried out on the dechlorination of
chlorinated compounds in aqueous phase [5,12]. In contrast, with the use of Fe-Ni bimetals,
an increased reactivity toward dechlorination was noticed compared with Fe-Cu. Namely,
a TCE removal in the gas phase of around 55% was achieved by adding the Ni content
of 1%, whereas increasing the Ni content in the bimetals allowed for the removal of 75%
of TCE vapors. The SSA values quantified for the bimetals produced were relatively
similar among the different tested bimetals, thus suggesting that the enhancement in
reactivity toward dechlorination of bimetals could be due to the catalysis via iron corrosion
and hydrogenation. Furthermore, from the chromatographic analysis, C3–6 hydrocarbons
were found as byproducts and it was suggested that β-elimination was the predominant
degradation pathway using disc milled iron or bimetals in TCE degradation tests.

Based on the obtained results, the adoption of disc milling allows for the attainment of
relatively short grinding time bimetals with homogeneous Cu or Ni dispersed in the iron
phase and good reactivity toward dechlorination. In addition, the ZVI bimetals produced
by disc milling proved to be effective in the treatment of TCE in the gas phase and presented
characteristics that make them suitable for potential use as constituent materials for HPRBs.
In the future, further degradation tests at different reaction times could be carried out to
estimate the degradation kinetics of TCE in the gas phase induced by ZVI-based bimetals,
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which is required for the design of horizontal permeable reactive barriers. Furthermore, to
assess the longevity of these materials, specific tests could be carried out to evaluate the
long-term performance of the produced bimetals.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su14137760/su14137760/s1. Figure S1: SEM images of
Fe-Cu and Fe-Ni bimetals at high magnification: Fe-1%Cu (a), Fe-5%Cu (c), Fe-20%Cu I, Fe-1%Ni (b),
Fe-5%Ni (d), Fe-20%Ni (f). Figure S2: SEM images of Fe-5%Cu* (a,b) and Fe-5%Ni* (c,d) mixtures.
Figure S3: Absorption–desorption isotherms of N2 for the samples: Fe, Cu, Ni (a); Cu, Fe-1%Cu,
Fe-20%Cu (b); Fe, Fe-1%Ni, Fe-5%Ni, Fe-20%Ni (c). Note that data for the Fe-5%Cu sample are not
reported as lower than the LOQ.
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